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Leda, Turai Petrauskiene -Lithuania

Leda, is a leadership and executive MCC coach, trainer and coach supervisor and also an active contributor to the
coaching profession in various roles within the International Coach Federation. She has over 15 years of
international work experience in prof
organizational coaching and she carried out a research in applying coaching in Human Resource Management.
She got the Knight’s Cross of the Order of Merit of the Republic of Hungar
Lithuania she contributed to the professional qualification of many coaches and to the improvement of the
coaching brand on the market. Having represented the EMEA Region organizing leaders’ meetings and
supporting the work of the regional project groups, Leda
chair of the Global Board of the ICF
the future of professional coaching

Oslem Sarioglu -Turkey

Oslem, PCC coach, has a BA degree on International Relations She worked on a wide range of topics from
international tax structuring to mergers and acquisitions with more than 35 countries for a big four. She
professionals to advance their careers towards their personal ideals and to tap into their individual potentials.
Oslem also serves on the international faculty of «
working on Voice Dialogue she is passionate about. Oslem will bring a first
"coach identity" and “coaching presence” of the participants through Voice Dialogue technique, while activating
a personal transformation.

Christian Worth – France

Christian works as a PCC coach, mentor coach and trainer. He also serves as an assessor for the credentialing
program of International Coach Federation. While in Japan, he was vice
Commerce and Industry, in charge of P
France, Mexico, Italy, Québec, Japan, Germany and Hong Kong. He was Asia
turned to Coaching. Speaker and author of “Less stress, More success” and thr
about Hara, a Japanese name for the energy center. The Hara Connection
powerful tool to relate to another individual. Coachs listen better and feed their intuition with it. Executives
develop a better, deeper connection with their teams and live a more interesting life and richer relationships.
Anybody who went through this concept,
relationships to humans and nature.
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Leda, is a leadership and executive MCC coach, trainer and coach supervisor and also an active contributor to the
coaching profession in various roles within the International Coach Federation. She has over 15 years of
international work experience in profit and non-profit organizations. She has an interest also in the science of
organizational coaching and she carried out a research in applying coaching in Human Resource Management.
She got the Knight’s Cross of the Order of Merit of the Republic of Hungary (2006).
Lithuania she contributed to the professional qualification of many coaches and to the improvement of the
coaching brand on the market. Having represented the EMEA Region organizing leaders’ meetings and

he work of the regional project groups, Leda is ICF assessor in 5 languages, and c
chair of the Global Board of the ICF Global. Leda will deliver a speech based on the trends and her vision about
the future of professional coaching, and ICF priorities.

, has a BA degree on International Relations She worked on a wide range of topics from
international tax structuring to mergers and acquisitions with more than 35 countries for a big four. She
professionals to advance their careers towards their personal ideals and to tap into their individual potentials.
Oslem also serves on the international faculty of « Institute of the Transformational Psychology

alogue she is passionate about. Oslem will bring a first-hand experience of expanding the
"coach identity" and “coaching presence” of the participants through Voice Dialogue technique, while activating
a personal transformation.

works as a PCC coach, mentor coach and trainer. He also serves as an assessor for the credentialing
program of International Coach Federation. While in Japan, he was vice-President of the French Chamber of
Commerce and Industry, in charge of PR and communications. Christian worked for 32 years in Advertising in
France, Mexico, Italy, Québec, Japan, Germany and Hong Kong. He was Asia-Pacific Regional Account MD when he

Speaker and author of “Less stress, More success” and three more books, h
a Japanese name for the energy center. The Hara Connection he will share interactively

powerful tool to relate to another individual. Coachs listen better and feed their intuition with it. Executives
evelop a better, deeper connection with their teams and live a more interesting life and richer relationships.

Anybody who went through this concept, important in martial arts and self-control, is equipped for superior
relationships to humans and nature.
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Sue Coyne - United Kindom

Sue, Coach PCC,brings together 20 years of business leadership experience, the latest thinking on leadership and
neuroscience and advanced coaching skills with her 12 years of walking alongside Executives and Board Directors
to enable sustainable high perfor
environments in which they and their people can thrive. She believes that one key aspect of this is enabling
leaders to access genius in themselves and then they in turn can enable their
currently part of an international group of coaches researching Enabling Genius and supporting Myles Downey in
writing a book on this topic that will be published in Autumn 2015.
if genius is beyond boundaries? In Sue’s session participants will
explore the implications o
approaches and new ways of

Jean-Luc Pening – Belgium

Jean-Luc, startedhiscareer as agricultural engineerworking for the FAO and differentconsultancy offices in
several countries in Africa.
company of ornamental plants. But paradiseturnsintohellwhen in civil war a bulletisfiredhimat close range, and
springmiraculously alive, but blind, disabled for life. Jean
network partner Morena Coaching International, founder of a Burundian NGO program, musician, writer, author
of the film Nawewe, Oscar nominated in 2011 and winning 28 times. Its niche? Turnproblemsintostepping stones,
handicaps intoassets, means to achieveserenity.
hadwithanother coach «
move forwardwithoutknowingwherewe are going, facing the unexpected and uncert
beyondboundaries? As the roots of a tree…

Elio Mauro – Argentina

Elio, leader and expert in the water field started his career as a hydrogeologist with the Suez group. In the 90s he
leaded a team responsible for the quality and supply of drinking water from the underground part of Greater
Buenos Aires (13 millon inhabit
second Argentine city Rosario, 1.2 million inhabitants. Expat in Jakarta and its suburbs (30 million), Elio has
implemented with his Indonesian team (200 people) innovative solut
many low-income neighborhoods. He also
monitoring the maturity, efficiency, and the
witnessed migrations from rural to urban areas
people, cultures, and creativity (the "resourceful") the most diverse. His v
realistic, and probably optimistic

Eugénie Bousquet – France

Eugénie is a member of the Board of the Association Resonances Humanitaires whose mandate is to help the
"humanitarians" to their mission back but also their professional reconversion. After
emigrates in Colombia, confirms its professional project in international solidarity, and completes her studies
with a postgraduate degree in social practices of development and integrates Action Contre la Faim operations
before joining East Timor and Kenya. Back in France, she continues her career within ACF and will move towards
human resources. 9 years later, she took HR responsibility of the NGO Première Urgence and accompanies the
merger with Aide Médicale who becomes the NGO
of the PUI HR Department. A rich career within international NGOs.

Christopher Peterson – USA

Christopher facilitates individual and organizational transformations through coaching,
large groups and training in relational intelligence. American in France for 45 years, he either works in French
and English at ease in cros
above all its participants to discover their own answers to questions of relat
wide range of approaches to stimulate
bring these approaches in pra
arts, yoga and meditation.
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, Coach PCC,brings together 20 years of business leadership experience, the latest thinking on leadership and
neuroscience and advanced coaching skills with her 12 years of walking alongside Executives and Board Directors
to enable sustainable high performance and maximise impact. Her aim is to support leaders in creating
environments in which they and their people can thrive. She believes that one key aspect of this is enabling
leaders to access genius in themselves and then they in turn can enable their
currently part of an international group of coaches researching Enabling Genius and supporting Myles Downey in
writing a book on this topic that will be published in Autumn 2015. What if genius were available to us all? What

s is beyond boundaries? In Sue’s session participants will challenge the conventional notion of genius and
explore the implications of it being available to us all, sharing latest thinking from neuroscience, exploring new
approaches and new ways of thinking, catalysing change.

Luc, startedhiscareer as agricultural engineerworking for the FAO and differentconsultancy offices in
several countries in Africa. Thenhemovedwithhisfamily in Burundi, wherehelaunched a
company of ornamental plants. But paradiseturnsintohellwhen in civil war a bulletisfiredhimat close range, and
springmiraculously alive, but blind, disabled for life. Jean-Luc becamethencertified coach PCC, mentor coach and

rtner Morena Coaching International, founder of a Burundian NGO program, musician, writer, author
Oscar nominated in 2011 and winning 28 times. Its niche? Turnproblemsintostepping stones,

handicaps intoassets, means to achieveserenity. He shareshisexperience of life and the impact it has
« view ». How to live the change of direction at 90, 180, 360, 3600 degrees or more? How to

move forwardwithoutknowingwherewe are going, facing the unexpected and uncert
eyondboundaries? As the roots of a tree…

Elio, leader and expert in the water field started his career as a hydrogeologist with the Suez group. In the 90s he
leaded a team responsible for the quality and supply of drinking water from the underground part of Greater
Buenos Aires (13 millon inhabitants). He was then responsible for the drinking water production plant of the
second Argentine city Rosario, 1.2 million inhabitants. Expat in Jakarta and its suburbs (30 million), Elio has
implemented with his Indonesian team (200 people) innovative solutions in sourcing water of the city, including

income neighborhoods. He also managed water successfully in Algiers. Elio is currently
monitoring the maturity, efficiency, and the knowledge transfer among water facilities

from rural to urban areas, carrying surprising anecdotes, connoisseur and passionate about
and creativity (the "resourceful") the most diverse. His vision of a world without boundaries

stic, and probably optimistic.

ie is a member of the Board of the Association Resonances Humanitaires whose mandate is to help the
"humanitarians" to their mission back but also their professional reconversion. After
emigrates in Colombia, confirms its professional project in international solidarity, and completes her studies
with a postgraduate degree in social practices of development and integrates Action Contre la Faim operations

oining East Timor and Kenya. Back in France, she continues her career within ACF and will move towards
human resources. 9 years later, she took HR responsibility of the NGO Première Urgence and accompanies the
merger with Aide Médicale who becomes the NGO Première Urgence International (PUI), and then became head
of the PUI HR Department. A rich career within international NGOs.

Christopher facilitates individual and organizational transformations through coaching,
large groups and training in relational intelligence. American in France for 45 years, he either works in French
and English at ease in cross-cultural issues. Christopher has a great pleasure to practice active learning and helps
above all its participants to discover their own answers to questions of relational order
wide range of approaches to stimulate all minds - emotional, bodily, mental, "spiritual", intuition, story

ng these approaches in practice, he relies on therapy, supervision, work constellation
, yoga and meditation.

, Coach PCC,brings together 20 years of business leadership experience, the latest thinking on leadership and
neuroscience and advanced coaching skills with her 12 years of walking alongside Executives and Board Directors

mance and maximise impact. Her aim is to support leaders in creating
environments in which they and their people can thrive. She believes that one key aspect of this is enabling
leaders to access genius in themselves and then they in turn can enable their people to do the same. She is
currently part of an international group of coaches researching Enabling Genius and supporting Myles Downey in
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challenge the conventional notion of genius and
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company of ornamental plants. But paradiseturnsintohellwhen in civil war a bulletisfiredhimat close range, and
Luc becamethencertified coach PCC, mentor coach and

rtner Morena Coaching International, founder of a Burundian NGO program, musician, writer, author
Oscar nominated in 2011 and winning 28 times. Its niche? Turnproblemsintostepping stones,

He shareshisexperience of life and the impact it has
. How to live the change of direction at 90, 180, 360, 3600 degrees or more? How to

move forwardwithoutknowingwherewe are going, facing the unexpected and uncertain changes

Elio, leader and expert in the water field started his career as a hydrogeologist with the Suez group. In the 90s he
leaded a team responsible for the quality and supply of drinking water from the underground part of Greater

ants). He was then responsible for the drinking water production plant of the
second Argentine city Rosario, 1.2 million inhabitants. Expat in Jakarta and its suburbs (30 million), Elio has

ions in sourcing water of the city, including
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ie is a member of the Board of the Association Resonances Humanitaires whose mandate is to help the
"humanitarians" to their mission back but also their professional reconversion. After Sciences Po Grenoble, she
emigrates in Colombia, confirms its professional project in international solidarity, and completes her studies
with a postgraduate degree in social practices of development and integrates Action Contre la Faim operations

oining East Timor and Kenya. Back in France, she continues her career within ACF and will move towards
human resources. 9 years later, she took HR responsibility of the NGO Première Urgence and accompanies the

Première Urgence International (PUI), and then became head

Christopher facilitates individual and organizational transformations through coaching, mediation, facilitation of
large groups and training in relational intelligence. American in France for 45 years, he either works in French

as a great pleasure to practice active learning and helps
ional order. He likes to combine a

emotional, bodily, mental, "spiritual", intuition, story... To
, supervision, work constellation, work on voice, martial


